Twenty years of the Journal

With this issue, the Journal of the William Morris Society completes its twentieth year. If, beset with the difficulties of production of a small Society with limited resources and a widely scattered membership, it has not appeared as regularly as we have always meant that it should, it has carried in its fifteen issues from Winter 1961 many articles and reviews of varied interest, scholarly weight, and of a kind which in the nature of things will not be directly available in the future, by men and women who, from our first President Sir Sydney Cockerell on, had personal memories of Morris, his family and his friends. We offer in this issue an index of articles.

From the first issue, with its message of goodwill from S. C. Cockerell, to that of Winter 1978, it was edited by indefatigable Ronald Briggs: from then until the Summer 1981 issue, by Geoffrey Bensusan who had for some time been helping on the production side. This issue has been put together partly by Geoffrey Bensusan and partly by Ray Watkinson, advised by Norah Gillow and Richard Smith.
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The first issue of the *Journal*, in 1961, included a letter from John Purkis, clearly intended to start a debate, headed ‘What I expect from the William Morris Society’. It warned of ‘mere historiography’, fragmentation (‘the whole man disappears’) and concluded ‘Morris is in his grave but his ideas are marching on. Or do we leave his corpse for PhD students to devour?’.

His own recommendation was ‘more activity of a contemporary relevance’, for the Society to act as a ‘cultural pressure group’, and he listed some of the causes for concern at that time.

No response appeared in the second issue while the third carried a letter from the ‘despised class of PhD students’, defensive, but nonetheless hoping for ‘more of those “bigger issues” which Mr Purkiss hints at . . . ’; and a piece by Catherine Moody ‘Let us get clear of the fog’ showing more interest in what we now call the quality of life, and practice of the crafts, than the minutiae of scholarship. Later Peter Faulkner, following directly one of John Purkis’s leads, looked at the Snow/Leavis two cultures debate through Morris eyes. Apart from these, *Journal* contributors have hardly been seen outside the protection of the Victorian library. It has been left to others, like Schumacher, Illich, Papanek, to push Morris ideals forward.

When every new book about Morris contains an introduction referring to and often justifying its existence by the relevance of Morris’s thought to today’s problems, it is not right to ask if the Society itself is paying sufficient attention to social consequences; more particularly in relation to the inadequacies, not to say disasters, of our designed environment, or its *Journal* throwing the light of Morris’s wisdom, and drawing attention to his mostly unerring insights on these matters?

Geoffrey Bensusan